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	This significantly revised edition has been carefully designed to meet the needs of readers new to C. The reader moves easily through the fundamentals of C and on to its latest applications by means of a time-tested explanatory tool called dissection, first developed by the authors in 1984. Dissection, a pedagogical method similar to a structured, step-by-step walk-through, explains new programming elements and idioms as they are encountered in working code. Right from the start, the authors introduce the reader to complete programs, and at an early point in the text the reader learns to write functions, an important feature of structured programming. Highlights of the new edition


	* ANSI C used throughout.


	* Thoroughly tested code available via ftp and compatible with most C systems.


	* More extensive coverage of functions and pointers, which are typical stumbling blocks for the beginner.


	* Early coverage of multifile programs enables the programmer to write properly modular code and produce and use libraries.


	* Early explanation of simple recursion parallels its early introduction in beginning computer science courses.


	* Greater in-depth treatment of recursion reflects computer scientists' increasing use of C for implementing sophisticated algorithms.


	* Additional coverage of program correctness and type safety.


	* New section on two-dimensional arrays reflects the growing use of C by computer scientists and engineers.


	* New optional "Moving to C++" sections at the end of each chapter offer a preview of the C++ object-oriented extensions of C. 0805331492B04062001
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(MCTS): Microsoft BizTalk Server 2010 (70-595) Certification GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	(MCTS): Microsoft BizTalk Server 2010 (70-595) Certification Guide will give you all the information you need to pass the 70-595 TS: Developing Business Process and Integration Solutions exam with Microsoft BizTalk Server 2010.





	The book's intent has been to be as focused as possible on providing content for just what you...
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Secrets of Podcasting, Second Edition: Audio Blogging for the Masses (2nd Edition)Peachpit Press, 2006
Whether you want to create your own podcasts or just would like to locate and then listen to audio programs on your portable player, this is the book for you. In Secrets of Podcasting, Second 			Edition,author ...
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Beginning BlackBerry 7 DevelopmentApress, 2011

	Are you interested in creating BlackBerry apps using the latest BlackBerry 7 and BlackBerry Java Plug-in for Eclipse? Then this is the book for you. Beginning BlackBerry 7 Development offers a hands-on approach to learning how to build and deploy sophisticated BlackBerry apps using the latest tools...
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Beginning STM32: Developing with FreeRTOS, libopencm3 and GCCApress, 2018

	
		Using FreeRTOS and libopencm3 instead of the Arduino software environment, this book will help you develop multi-tasking applications that go beyond Arduino norms. In addition to the usual peripherals found in the typical Arduino device, the STM32 device includes a USB controller, RTC (Real Time Clock), DMA (Direct Memory Access...
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Pro SpringApress, 2005
Recently, the Java world has witnessed a dramatic shift away  from so-called "heavyweight" architectures such as Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB)  toward lighter weight frameworks such as Spring. Complex and container-dependent  services, such as ORM, and transaction management systems have been replaced  with simpler...
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Large-Scale Parallel Data Mining (Lecture Notes in Computer Science / Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence)Springer, 2000

	With the unprecedented rate at which data is being collected today in almost all
	elds of human endeavor, there is an emerging economic and scientic need to
	extract useful information from it. For example, many companies already have
	data-warehouses in the terabyte range (e.g., FedEx, Walmart). The World Wide
	Web has an estimated 800...
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